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Recommended
online learning

AS (7401) A-level (7402)
SnapRevise – Over 100 short videos based on the topics you will cover in Biology
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkocNW0BSuEEMyVUCyaRPVj_cahCvjxAr
BioRach - https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEFS1oWBiWN6psYhFsQWuA/playlists?view=50&sort=dd&shelf_id=2
BioRach – Pictionary Challenge
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcqmJII16GiAqUMKVpygygATNRcdqLjZr






www.senecalearning.com
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/biology/cells-and-organelles/reviseit/introduction-to-cells
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/biology/immunity
https://www.s-cool.co.uk/a-level/biology/classification
https://alevelbiology.co.uk/notes/cell-structure/

Recommended
reading list

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Head-Start-level-BiologyLevel/dp/1782942793

Important
If you wish to do A-level Biology, you need to start by making sure you can recall all the GCSE
content. Use your revision guides/booklets and make sure you are confident with the GCSE material
before you move onto the A-level content.
We recommend you use Cornell Notes to prepare for your new course. Please see these videos to
help you develop the technique:
https://youtu.be/WtW9IyE04OQ

Once you are confident with the content at GCSE, then you can use the suggested websites
/ books to complete the Biology activity pack and learn the subject specific vocabulary .

Subject Specific Vocabulary
I would be a good time to go over all these key terms and make sure you have
committed them to memory.

Accuracy
A measurement result is considered accurate if it is judged to be close to the true value.

Calibration
Marking a scale on a measuring instrument.
This involves establishing the relationship between indications of a measuring instrument and
standard or reference quantity values, which must be applied.
For example, placing a thermometer in melting ice to see whether it reads 0 °C, in order to check
if it has been calibrated correctly.

Data
Information, either qualitative or quantitative, that has been collected.

Errors
See also uncertainties.

measurement error
The difference between a measured value and the true value.

anomalies
These are values in a set of results which are judged not to be part of the variation caused by
random uncertainty.

random error
These cause readings to be spread about the true value, due to results varying in an
unpredictable way from one measurement to the next.
Random errors are present when any measurement is made, and cannot be corrected. The effect
of random errors can be reduced by making more measurements and calculating a new mean.

systematic error
These cause readings to differ from the true value by a consistent amount each time a
measurement is made.
Sources of systematic error can include the environment, methods of observation or instruments
used.
Systematic errors cannot be dealt with by simple repeats. If a systematic error is suspected, the
data collection should be repeated using a different technique or a different set of equipment,
and the results compared.

zero error
Any indication that a measuring system gives a false reading when the true value of a measured
quantity is zero, eg the needle on an ammeter failing to return to zero when no current flows.
A zero error may result in a systematic uncertainty.

Evidence
Data which has been shown to be valid.

Fair test
A fair test is one in which only the independent variable has been allowed to affect the
dependent variable.

Hypothesis
A proposal intended to explain certain facts or observations.

Interval
The quantity between readings, eg a set of 11 readings equally spaced over a distance of 1 metre
would give an interval of 10 centimetres.

Precision
Precise measurements are ones in which there is very little spread about the mean value.
Precision depends only on the extent of random errors – it gives no indication of how close
results are to the true value.

Prediction
A prediction is a statement suggesting what will happen in the future, based on observation,
experience or a hypothesis.

Range
The maximum and minimum values of the independent or dependent variables; important in
ensuring that any pattern is detected.
For example a range of distances may be quoted as either:
'From 10 cm to 50 cm'
or
'From 50 cm to 10 cm'

Repeatable
A measurement is repeatable if the original experimenter repeats the investigation using same
method and equipment and obtains the same results.

Reproducible
A measurement is reproducible if the investigation is repeated by another person, or by using
different equipment or techniques, and the same results are obtained.

Resolution
This is the smallest change in the quantity being measured (input) of a measuring instrument that
gives a perceptible change in the reading.

Sketch graph
A line graph, not necessarily on a grid, that shows the general shape of the relationship between
two variables. It will not have any points plotted and although the axes should be labelled they
may not be scaled.

True value
This is the value that would be obtained in an ideal measurement.

Uncertainty
The interval within which the true value can be expected to lie, with a given level of confidence or
probability, eg “the temperature is 20 °C ± 2 °C, at a level of confidence of 95%.

Validity
Suitability of the investigative procedure to answer the question being asked. For example, an
investigation to find out if the rate of a chemical reaction depended upon the concentration of
one of the reactants would not be a valid procedure if the temperature of the reactants was not
controlled.

Valid conclusion
A conclusion supported by valid data, obtained from an appropriate experimental design and
based on sound reasoning.

OTHER (not essential but worth a watch)
(Disney + plug if you have an account great, if not they are doing a free trial for 7 days)
National Geographic ‘Winged Seduction: Birds of Paradise’ (Spec link: 3.4.5 Species and taxonomy Courtship Behaviours)
National Geographic ‘Journey to shark Eden’ (Spec link: 3.4.6 Biodiversity in a community – local,
global biodiversity and species richness)

National Geographic ‘Before the Flood’ (Spec link: 3.4.6 Biodiversity in a community – local, global
biodiversity and species richness)
National Geographic ‘One strange Rock’ (Spec link: 3.4.6 Biodiversity in a community – local, global
biodiversity and species richness)
National Geographic ‘Sea of Hope: America’s Underwater Treasures’ (Spec link: 3.4.6 Biodiversity in
a community – local, global biodiversity and species richness)
Film ‘Osmosis Jones (2001)’ (Revision from GCSE and Spec link: 3.2.1 Cell structure and 3.2.4 Cell
recognition and the immune system) (If you are able to watch it try fact checking it yourself before
watching the next link)
Real Doctor reacts to OSMOSIS JONES | Hospital Movie Scenes Review(Fact check)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhMPVp0V4qA&list=PLB26diSZo6o6_2W3t3aiRSf1cFDDUXG52
&index=5&t=0s
Netflix Documentary: ‘Pandemic: How to prevent an Outbreak’ (Revision from GCSE and Spec link:
3.2.4 Cell recognition and the immune system)
Netflix Film: ‘Contagion’ (Revision from GCSE and Spec link: 3.2.4 Cell recognition and the immune
system)

